
Norway operates  a military space radar  and   satellite Norway operates  a military space radar  and   satellite 
bases in polar areas   in violation of Norwegian peace bases in polar areas   in violation of Norwegian peace 
and security policy and  also violates international and security policy and  also violates international 
treatiestreaties





















From September 1994, through From September 1994, through 
January 2001, Mr. Coyle was January 2001, Mr. Coyle was 
Assistant Secretary of Defense Assistant Secretary of Defense 
and Director, Operational Test and Director, Operational Test 
and Evaluation, in the and Evaluation, in the 
Department of Defense, and is Department of Defense, and is 
the longest serving Director in the longest serving Director in 
the 27 year history of the Office. the 27 year history of the Office. 
In this capacity, he was the In this capacity, he was the 
principal advisor to the Secretary principal advisor to the Secretary 
of Defense on test and of Defense on test and 
evaluation in the Department of evaluation in the Department of 
Defense. Defense. 













””Much of the same Much of the same 
type of information type of information 
from the Vardø radar from the Vardø radar 
that is important for that is important for 
defense of our defense of our 
satellites is also satellites is also 
crucial for engaging in crucial for engaging in 
attacking war. ”attacking war. ”





 AircraftAircraft. Friendly aircraft provide nonkinetic and kinetic capabilities against surface targets associated with an adversary’s . Friendly aircraft provide nonkinetic and kinetic capabilities against surface targets associated with an adversary’s 
space capabilities. For example, electronic attack platforms (manned and remotely piloted aircraft) could affect the links space capabilities. For example, electronic attack platforms (manned and remotely piloted aircraft) could affect the links 
of an adversary’s space system employing standof an adversary’s space system employing stand--off and standoff and stand--in techniques. By attacking terrestrial nodes, aircraft may in techniques. By attacking terrestrial nodes, aircraft may 
disrupt, deny, degrade or destroy an adversary’s ability to control their satellites or deliver space effects. disrupt, deny, degrade or destroy an adversary’s ability to control their satellites or deliver space effects. 

 MissilesMissiles. Missiles may be employed against a variety of an adversary’s space capabilities including launch facilities, ground . Missiles may be employed against a variety of an adversary’s space capabilities including launch facilities, ground 
stations, and space nodes. stations, and space nodes. 

 Special Special Operations Forces (SOF). SOF can conduct direct attacks against terrestrial nodes or provide terminal guidance for Operations Forces (SOF). SOF can conduct direct attacks against terrestrial nodes or provide terminal guidance for 
attacks against those nodes. Additionally, SOF may be used to provide localized jamming of an adversary’s links. attacks against those nodes. Additionally, SOF may be used to provide localized jamming of an adversary’s links. 

 Offensive Offensive Counterspace Systems. These systems are designed specifically for OCS operations, such as a counter satellite Counterspace Systems. These systems are designed specifically for OCS operations, such as a counter satellite 
communications capability, designed to disrupt satellitecommunications capability, designed to disrupt satellite--based communications used by an adversary or a counter based communications used by an adversary or a counter 
surveillance reconnaissance capability, designed to impair an adversary’s ability to obtain targeting, battle damage surveillance reconnaissance capability, designed to impair an adversary’s ability to obtain targeting, battle damage 
assessment, and information by denying their use of satellite imagery with reversible, nondamaging effects. assessment, and information by denying their use of satellite imagery with reversible, nondamaging effects. 

 AntisatelliteAntisatellite Weapons (ASATs). ASATs include direct ascent and coWeapons (ASATs). ASATs include direct ascent and co--orbital systems that employ various mechanisms to orbital systems that employ various mechanisms to 
affect or destroy an onaffect or destroy an on--orbit spacecraft. orbit spacecraft. 

 Directed Directed Energy Weapons (DEWs). DEWs, such as lasers, may be land, sea, air, or space based. Depending on the power Energy Weapons (DEWs). DEWs, such as lasers, may be land, sea, air, or space based. Depending on the power 
level used, DEWs are capable of a wide range of effects against onlevel used, DEWs are capable of a wide range of effects against on--orbit spacecraft, including: heating, blinding optics, orbit spacecraft, including: heating, blinding optics, 
degradation, and destruction. Under certain circumstances, lasers may also be effective against space launch vehicles degradation, and destruction. Under certain circumstances, lasers may also be effective against space launch vehicles 
while inwhile in--flight. flight. 

 Network Network Warfare Operations. Many OCS targets, particularly elements of the terrestrial node, may be affected by various Warfare Operations. Many OCS targets, particularly elements of the terrestrial node, may be affected by various 
IO techniques such as malicious codes, electronic warfare, or EMP generators. Some IO techniques afford access to IO techniques such as malicious codes, electronic warfare, or EMP generators. Some IO techniques afford access to 
targets that may be inaccessible by other means. targets that may be inaccessible by other means. 

 Electronic Electronic Warfare Weapons. RF jammers may be used to disrupt links. Warfare Weapons. RF jammers may be used to disrupt links. 
 C4ISR C4ISR Systems. These systems include early warning and surveillance systems, satellites, radar, identification systems, Systems. These systems include early warning and surveillance systems, satellites, radar, identification systems, 

communications systems, and surfacecommunications systems, and surface--, air, air--, and space, and space--based sensors. These systems enhance OCS operations by based sensors. These systems enhance OCS operations by 
providing early warning, intelligence, targeting, and assessment data, as well as C2 of friendly forces. providing early warning, intelligence, targeting, and assessment data, as well as C2 of friendly forces. 

 Surface Surface Forces. The ability to occupy and secure key areas, as well as the lethality of supporting surface fires, can achieve Forces. The ability to occupy and secure key areas, as well as the lethality of supporting surface fires, can achieve 
significant counterspace effects. For example, surface forces can attack a satellite control station in order to disrupt, significant counterspace effects. For example, surface forces can attack a satellite control station in order to disrupt, 
degrade, or destroy an adversary’s space capability. degrade, or destroy an adversary’s space capability. 



 StSt. meld. meld. nr. 27. nr. 27
 (2007(2007--2008)2008)
 Disarmament and Disarmament and NonNon--proliferationproliferation

Recommendation from the Ministry of Recommendation from the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of 30 May 2008, approved Foreign Affairs of 30 May 2008, approved 
the same day. (Stoltenberg Governmentthe same day. (Stoltenberg Government



Agreement Agreement on the outer space (OST) of on the outer space (OST) of 
1967 prohibits the permanent 1967 prohibits the permanent 
deployment of weapons of mass deployment of weapons of mass 
destruction in space. The agreement destruction in space. The agreement 
prohibits the use of space for combat prohibits the use of space for combat 
or as a transit area for ballistic missiles. or as a transit area for ballistic missiles. 
It therefore has significant flaws and It therefore has significant flaws and 
should be modernized.should be modernized.















Pentagon Pentagon payspays
for for fiberfiber--

connectionconnection to to 
the the mainlandmainland





Mars/april 2008Mars/april 2008





German German TerraSARTerraSAR--X X --
making images with making images with 
radar, and  can produce radar, and  can produce 
images in the dark and images in the dark and 
through clouds through clouds -- signs signs 
contract with U.S. contract with U.S. 
intelligence to deliver intelligence to deliver 
imagesimages





















Preface: .... parties committed to a peaceful 
exploitation of the archipelago.

Section 9: ... archipelago should not be used for 
warlike purposes.







Matt Matt O 'O 'ConnelConnel -- lawyer lawyer 
in New York who thinks in New York who thinks 
there must be money in there must be money in 
satellite surveillance satellite surveillance 
after the terrorist after the terrorist 
attacks against the attacks against the 
United States. Will build United States. Will build 
the satellite the satellite GeoEyeGeoEye
with image resolution with image resolution 
under half a meter.under half a meter.



 Establishing satellite station in the AntarcticEstablishing satellite station in the Antarctic
 Kongsberg Satellite Services has signed a contract with the Kongsberg Satellite Services has signed a contract with the 

Orbimage company of Virginia in the USA for the Orbimage company of Virginia in the USA for the 
downloading of data and the control of the OrbViewdownloading of data and the control of the OrbView--5 5 
(Nextview 2) satellite. The contract has an initial value of (Nextview 2) satellite. The contract has an initial value of 
MNOK 43. With options, it has a potential value of MNOK MNOK 43. With options, it has a potential value of MNOK 
199 over a 10199 over a 10--year period.year period.

 As a result of this contract, Kongsberg Satellite Services will As a result of this contract, Kongsberg Satellite Services will 
be establishing TrollSat, a new receiving station for satellite be establishing TrollSat, a new receiving station for satellite 
data in the Antarctic. Subject to final approval by the data in the Antarctic. Subject to final approval by the 
Norwegian authorities, TrollSat will be established in Norwegian authorities, TrollSat will be established in 
conjunction with Troll, the Norwegian research base run by conjunction with Troll, the Norwegian research base run by 
the Norwegian Polar Institutethe Norwegian Polar Institute..







Contract Contract with with 
intelligence and intelligence and 

user user TrollSaTrollSatt

ViewView--2 2 -- 35 35 
centimeters centimeters 
resolutionresolution





Antarctica shall Antarctica shall 
continue forever to continue forever to 
be used exclusively be used exclusively 

for peaceful for peaceful 
purposes and shall purposes and shall 

not become the not become the 
scene or object of scene or object of 

international international 
discord." To this end discord." To this end 
it prohibits military it prohibits military 

activityactivity







Bård Vegar Solhjell (SV): It 
appears recent 
statements on NRK that 
data from Norwegian 
SvalSat used for 
intelligence and military 
purposes, including in 
Libya war. Can foreign 
minister explain whether 
these allegations are 
correct, and the activity in 
this case is consistent 
with the Svalbard Treaty?

 Reply
Jonas Gahr Støre: 
Norwegian policy has 
been, and is organized in 
a proper observance of 
the Svalbard Treaty and a 
restrictive practice 
regarding military 
activities on Svalbard.







wwwwww. . thesatellitewar.comthesatellitewar.com
facebook.com/satellittkrigenfacebook.com/satellittkrigen

twittertwitter:  :  @BrdWormdal@BrdWormdal
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